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Patients are demanding more transparency and control of their patient information and 
increasingly want to be able to access this information directly. The Manage My Care 
application by Bits in Glass leverages emerging norms around self-service that enhance 
user experience and enable better communication between patients and care providers.

WHAT IS AN APPIAN ACCELERATOR?

An Appian Accelerator is an application that covers the core functionality for a particular 
business function.  It provides Appian customers with a “running head start” so they can 
expect to complete their Appian implementation in less than half the time as compared to 
starting from scratch.  Appian Accelerators reduce risk, reduce implementation timelines, 
deliver applications that are Appian Certified as compliant with Appian Best Practices and, 
most importantly, reduce time to value and that means ROI starts in weeks not months.  

The best part is that customers can still overlay their specific business needs or “secret 
sauce” on top of an Appian Accelerator by working with our team of domain experts and 
Appian technical consultants.  
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Find out more about this 
exciting Accelerator on the 
Appian App Market

https://bit.ly/2CWXvd4

MANAGE MY CARE ACCELERATOR

ABOUT BITS IN GLASS
Bits In Glass is a mature, professional services firm that empowers its 
clients to do business better. Since partnering with Appian in 2008, we 
have continuously delivered exceptional business value to our clients. Our 
employees are Appian certified and have gone through an extensive internal 
training program, which is reflected in our Appian A-Scores.

Bits In Glass provides services in the US and Canada with o� ices in Denver, 
Edmonton, Calgary, Toronto and Montreal.

ACCELERATOR BENEFITS & FEATURES

CONTACT US
Join other leading organizations in making Bits In Glass a preferred partner. 

sales@bitsinglass.com | 1-888-336-4484 | bitsinglass.com/Appian

Key Benefits

Divided into two major areas, the 
Patient Portal and Provider Portal:

  Address current patient demands 
for more transparency and control

  Provide real-time insights to the 
patient and care teams

  Secure communications ensure 
timely and relevant decisions 
based on current data

  Improves chronic disease 
management and manages care as 
a population or individual

Patients and care teams have better insight into key data and events with instant reminders, event 
notifications, and alerts that support a proactive approach to requesting information from patients 
as needed, while simultaneously flagging incidents and key data points for care providers to review 
and respond to as needed. When combined with the patient-specific rules engine, healthcare 
organizations are enabled to implement individualized health care for all of their patients providing 
better alignment to the patient’s overall treatment plan.

Key Features & Functionality (Patient Portal)
  Submit quantitative information such as 

blood pressure, weight, pulse, fluid intake and 
outtake, and any other qualitative measure

  Capture qualitative information such as long-
term health plan and life goals and symptom 
assessment for indicators such as anxiety, 
energy, and pain

  Review any previously submitted information 
for long-term review and lifestyle planning

  Raise concerns for review by a care provider 
either immediately or during the next face to 
face meeting about any piece of submitted 
information

Provider Portal
  View all submitted information for a patient 

including a comparative visualization against 
population data.  E.g. Comparing an individual’s 
results against other patients

  A patient-specific event history designed to 
highlight new events of note either for a specific 
patient or for all patients assigned to any given 
facility

  ...and more!


